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High Microbial Abundance (HMA) sponges constitute a guild of suspension-feeding

sponges that host vast populations of symbiotic microbes. These symbionts mediate a

complex series of biogeochemical transformations that fuel the holobiont’s metabolism.

Although sponges are aerobic animals, suboxic and anaerobic bacteria are known to

reside within their bodies. However, little is known about the chemical characteristics

of the sponge environment in which they occur and almost no data are available

regarding the dissolved oxygen (DO) dynamics inside the holobiont in its natural habitat.

In this study we examined the oxygen dynamics in situ in the HMA sponge Theonella

swinhoei. A submersed data-logging system equipped with micro-sensors was used to

continuously record DO concentrations inside the sponge body and in its outflowing

water for up to 48 h. Actively pumping sponges exhibited high DO removal rates

punctuated with short bursts of extreme DO uptake (>90 µmol DO L −1
pumped ), never

before observed in sponges. Such a high DO removal rate indicates the consumption

of a considerable amount of reduced matter, far exceeding the available sources in the

surrounding water of the oligotrophic coral-reef ecosystem inhabited by this sponge.

The inner body of the sponge remained suboxic throughout the experiments, with short

events of further rapid DO concentration decline. Moreover, DO concentrationsmeasured

in the body and in the outflowing water were found to be uncorrelated. Our findings

support a previous hypothesis of bacterial symbiont farming by the sponge as a potential

source for acquiring reduced material. Moreover, this suggests a complex and highly

localized control of the holobiont’s metabolism, probably associated with the microbial

community’s metabolism. Our results indicate that temporal micro-environments exist in

the sponge at alternating locations, providing suitable conditions for the activity of its

anaerobic microbial symbionts.
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INTRODUCTION

Sponges are an ancient (>800 myr) and successful phylum, inhabiting all marine and some
freshwater ecosystems (Taylor et al., 2007). Most sponges are filter-feeders, able to filter up to
50,000 times their body volume per day (Weisz et al., 2008). Part of their evolutionary success is
ascribed to their intricate association with a diverse consortium of microorganisms (Thomas et al.,
2016), which provide a multitude of services for their host, from chemical defense (Guo et al.,
2011) to recycling waste (Mohamed et al., 2010; Maldonado et al., 2012). Sponges, therefore, must
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necessarily maintain a supportive environment for their
symbionts.

Even though sponges have been the subject of research for
over a century, very few data exist on the physio-chemical
conditions, specifically oxygen dynamics, that occur inside their
bodies. Such data are of utmost importance for studying the
sponge’s microbial counterparts which may comprise up to 40%
of their body mass (Magnino et al., 1999). The lack of data in
the literature is mainly due to the technical challenges involved
in measuring most parameters in vivo. Other than the seminal
study by Reiswig (1974) and the work of Leys and co-workers
(Leys et al., 2011; Ludeman, 2015), oxygen dynamics have been
mostly examined using metabolic chambers (Hadas et al., 2008;
Koopmans et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2014). This method induces
stress, since it confines a filter-feeder within a space with reduced
water circulation (e.g., Hadas et al., 2008). Other studies have
measured spatial dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the
sponge using microsensors (Hoffmann et al., 2005a, 2007, 2008;
Schläppy et al., 2007, 2010a), but only one such study was
conducted in situ (Schläppy et al., 2010a).

By increasing its pumping rate, the sponge may aerate its body
(Hoffmann et al., 2008), supplying it with oxygen and nutrients
(Maldonado et al., 2012). A considerable variation in pumping
rates can occur between different pumping units of a single
sponge as each unit of the sponge acts independently. A study
of the sponge Aplysina aerophoba showed that each osculum,
representing a pumping unit, could start or stop pumping
regardless of the activity of other units within the same sponge
(Pfannkuchen et al., 2009).

Sponges with High Microbial Abundance (HMA) tend to
have a lower choanocyte chamber density and a slower specific
pumping rate compared to Low Microbial Abundance (LMA)
sponges (Poppell et al., 2014). Moreover, feeding behavior
also differs between the two types. While HMA sponges feed
intensively on dissolved organic matter (DOM), LMA sponges
rely mostly on particulate organic matter (POM) (Ribes et al.,
2005; Weisz et al., 2007; Yahel et al., 2007; de Goeij et al., 2008;
Poppell et al., 2014).

Even though sponges are aerobic organisms, local anaerobic
conditions occur in their bodies when pumping diminishes for
short periods of time (Schläppy et al., 2007, 2010a; Hoffmann
et al., 2008). Moreover, oxygen consumption can be greatly
influenced by the high abundance of microbial symbionts (Weisz
et al., 2008), which in HMA sponges are much more abundant
than the actual sponge cells (Hentschel et al., 2006; Taylor et al.,
2007; Gloeckner et al., 2014).

The HMA coral reef sponge Theonella swinhoei is common
in the Indo-Pacific Ocean and the Red Sea (Ilan et al., 2004).
The sponge harbors a dense consortium of photosynthetic and
heterotrophic associated bacteria, reaching up to 1010 bacteria
mL−1 sponge (Magnino et al., 1999). To date, 12 bacterial phyla
(Gemmatimonadetes, Chloriflexi, Cyanobacteria, Nitrospira,
Proteobacteria, Spirochaetes, Verrucomicrobia, Actinobacteria,
Acidobacteria, Bacteriodetes, Firmicutes, and Lentisphaerae) and
four candidate phyla (Poribacteria, Tectomicrobia, OP10, and
OS-K) have been detected in the genus Theonella (Schmitt et al.,
2012; Lavy et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014). In a culturing

experiment, 20 out of 59 isolatedOTUs from T. swinhoei required
suboxic or anaerobic conditions, suggesting that these conditions
may occur naturally in the sponge. Only one study to date has
addressed oxygen removal in T. swinhoei (Yahel et al., 2003).
In that study, several discrete measurements recorded an O2

removal rate of 23.4± 13.0 nmol O2 min−1 (ml sponge)−1.
It is our hypothesis that suboxic and even anaerobic

conditions prevail temporarily within T. swinhoei, supporting its
microaerobic symbionts. Anaerobiosis states may be achieved in
the holobiont by: (1) halting pumping activity, thus increasing
the residence time of water inside the sponge body and
allowing removal of DO (Schläppy et al., 2007, 2010a; Hoffmann
et al., 2008); (2) increasing internal metabolism; and/or (3)
increasing the oxygen demand of the holobiont by elevating
the pumping rate since the energetic cost of pumping rises as
the square of the pumping rate (Leys et al., 2011). In order
to broaden our understanding of oxygen consumption by the
sponge and detect possible anaerobic periods within its body, we
deployed underwater microsensors to continuously record DO
concentrations inside the sponge (henceforth, sponge tissue) and
in its outflowing water for periods of up to 48 h.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Running Seawater Aquarium
A preliminary experiment was conducted to investigate the
feasibility of using microsensors to measure DO in T. swinhoei.
One T. swinhoei individual (T0, N = 1) was carefully collected
by SCUBA diving at 15m depth from the coral reef of Eilat,
Red Sea (29◦29′57.63′′N / 34◦54′54.61′′E) and transferred within
20 min (in a light-impenetrable plastic bag filled with seawater)
to a running seawater aquarium. Care was taken to collect the
sponge attached to a portion of the substrate in order to avoid
any damage. The sponge was placed in a 42 L aquarium and
left to acclimate for 24 h. The aquarium was fitted with running
seawater, pumped from 40m depth, ensuring replacement of
the aquarium volume at least 10 times per hour, 3-fold the
estimated sponge pumping rate (Yahel et al., 2003). To verify the
quality of the water supply (Alexander et al., 2015), chlorophyll
concentration in the aquarium and the ambient seawater were
measured using the non-acidification method (Yahel et al.,
2005b). The concentration of chlorophyll in the aquarium was
0.41 µg L−1, ∼80% of the intake value and well within the range
of reported value for the coral reef of Eilat (Shaked and Genin,
2014). The aquarium was placed in the shade but under a natural
lighting regime.

Sponge pumping activity was evaluated qualitatively as high,
low, or not pumping. This was achieved by slowly injecting
fluorescein-dyed seawater, filtered by a 0.2µmdisposable syringe
filter, near the ostia (the incurrent openings), and observing the
dye outflow through the oscula. Pumping was categorized as
either “low” or “high,” when the exhaled current jet reached <2
or > 4 cm from the osculum, respectively, before dispersing with
the strong ambient current. This procedure was repeated hourly.

DO was continuously measured (5 s intervals) for two
consecutive periods. First, for 14 h (from 20:00 to10:00 the
following day) in ambient water and in the exhalent current
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from two oscula, using a four-channel FireSting O2 (PyroScience,
Germany) equipped with retractable needle optodes (OXR430)
(Figure 1A). Possible temperature fluctuations were accounted
for by a temperature compensation probe. Ambient DO and
temperature were monitored with an identical probe from the
same device. A ProODO optical DO instrument (YSI, USA) was
positioned adjacent to the ambient FireSting sensors for cross-
comparison of sensor performance. Ambient temperature and
DO in the aquarium were constant at 22◦C and 98% saturation
(211µmol L−1, measured by three different sensors), and salinity
was 40.5 PSU. DO was measured concurrently in the ambient
water and in the exhalent current of two oscula. DO removal
was calculated as the difference between the ambient DO and that
measured in the osculum.

During the second measurement period, spanning 18 h
(from 18:00 to 12:00 the following day), a fourth OXRD430
retractable needle DO optode, connected to the FireSting, was
inserted 15 mm into the sponge tissue in the upper third of
its larger tube. The exact type of morphological structure (e.g.,
choanoctye chamber, mesohyl, water channel etc.) in which
the tip of the sensor was located could not be determined.
However, the tip was at least 10 mm away from a main water
channel and a similar distance from the cyabobacterial layer
lining the sponge body. The FireSting optodes measuring DO
at the oscula were placed so that one optode measured DO
inside the large osculum while the second was positioned near
the sponge ostia, close to the small osculum. At 9:44 am, when
a drastic change in DO concentration was observed in the
large osculum, the second FireSting optode was inserted into
the small osculum. Throughout the drastic change in DO, the
sponge pumping activity was continuously assessed manually,
using flourescein dye. During this set of measurements, a third
DO sensor (100 µm tip glass microelectrode, Underwater Meter,
Unisense, Denmark) was attached next to the FireSting and

ProDO optodes that measured DO concentration in ambient
water for validation.

Prior to each session all sensors were cross-calibrated
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. H2S and Redox
potential were measured by micro-electrodes connected to a
Unisense UnderWater Meter (Unisense Denmark), inserted near
the DO optode (8mm). However, due to inconsistencies of the
signal, these measurements are not reported here.

In situ Experiment
For the in situ experiment, three T. swinhoei individuals (T1–T3)
were collected from 17m depth at the coral reef (29◦30′11.35′′N
/ 34◦55′7.66′′E) while attached to a portion of the substrate,
and transferred underwater to a 7.5m deep coral nursery,
located within 300m of the place of collection (29◦30′6.94′′N /
34◦55′5.25′′E). The relocation was performed to allow on-line
monitoring by connecting the devices to land based computer
and electricity. Hydrographic profiles of water temperature and
salinity indicate that during the experiments both sites were
located well within the upper mixing layer and experienced the
same ambient conditions (Figure S1). Ambient temperature and
salinity were stable at 24◦C, and 40.5 PSU, respectively (The Israel
National Monitoring Program at the Gulf of Aqaba). Chlorophyll
concentrations ranged between 0.4 and 0.6 µg L−1 and the
calculated DO saturation in the ambient water was 208 µmol
L−1. To minimize a possible effect of elevated light intensity
due to the relocation, the sponges were placed in the north-
west corner of the nursery, where it was shaded by a 1.5m high
mesh sparsely occupied by corals. The nursery in which the
experiments were conducted is located within the distribution
range of T. swinhoei and several individuals of this species
naturally occur around it. Fluorescein dye was used to assess the
activity of the individuals (i.e., water pumping), which appeared
perfectly healthy throughout the experiment and for many weeks

A B

FIGURE 1 | System setup (A) in a running seawater aquaria. (B) In situ. (1) Dissolved oxygen (DO) sensors in the osculum measuring the DO levels in the water

exhaled by the sponge [micro-optode in (A), micro-electrode in (B)]. (2) DO sensor inserted ∼0.8–10 mm into the sponge body to measure internal DO levels

[micro-optode in (A), micro-electrode in (B)]. (3) RedOx and (4) sulfide micro-electrodes inserted ∼8–10 mm into the body. DO sensor (5) (micro-optode) inserted to

the small osculum. Fluorescein dye (0.2 µm filtered) was released near the dermal surface of the sponge to be pumped in (yellow arrow). Flow through the osculum

(white arrow) was used to assess sponge pumping activity. RedOx and sulfur data are not presented in the current manuscript.
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afterwards. The sponges were allowed to acclimate for 24 h
before oxygen measurements commenced. DO concentration
was measured by a Unisense underwater meter equipped with
100 µm tip glass microelectrodes. Sensors were calibrated
according to the manufacturer’s protocol in well-aerated water
and nitrogen-purged water (100 and 0% DO saturation,
respectively). DO readings were validated with a ProODO
optical DO instrument (YSI, USA). Sensors were calibrated
at three time points: before the experiment commenced, after
measurements of the first sponge individual (T1), and after the
experiment ended. A second set of measurements carried out at
the study site with a robust FireSting O2 optode (PyroScience,
Germany), established that ambient water was always close to
100% saturation, with <5% variation throughout the day (Yahel,
unpublished data).

In each sponge one DO sensor was placed inside one of
its oscula and another pierced 8–10 mm into the sponge body
(Figure 1B). Similar to the preliminary experiment, the tips of
the sensors were inserted into the sponge body at least 10 mm
away from a main water channel or cyanobacterial rich layer of
the sponge body. The sensors were positioned using a custom-
designed, 3D-printed, manipulator (Printed Tech, Israel). The
device allowed accurate and stable insertion of each sensor and
measurement of the distance into which each sensor was inserted.
It should be noted that the complex internal structure of the
sponge does not allow exact positioning of the sensor tip inside a
specific morphological structure such as a choanocyte chamber
or water canal, since their locations are unknown. However,
considering the structure of the sponge aquiferous system with
its unidirectional water flow, it is likely that water was drawn over
the sensor tip, which was integrating the physiological conditions
of an unknown area around and upstream to the tip.

Measurements were conducted continuously every second for
27, 24, and 48 h for the first (T1), second (T2), and third (T3)
sponges, respectively. Following the 24 h measurement in T2, the
sensor from the osculum was transferred to a second osculum.
A DO sensor placed in vivo was relocated to another area within
the same sponge and measurements were performed over a 48
h period (T2b). The duration of each experiment as well as the
total number of sponge studied were limited by logistics related to
the challenging nature of an underwatermicrosensor experiment.
These included dive limits, battery time, the need to recalibrate
the sensors, and microelectrode survival rate.

Sponge pumping was evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively. Qualitative assessment was carried out in
the same manner as described in the aquarium experiment.
This method was used only to assess whether the sponge was
active. Quantitative measurement was done by determining
the fluorescein dye front speed (DFS) in an open-ended tube
located just above the sponge osculum, as describe in Yahel et al.
(2005a). Sponge pumping was expressed as exhalent current
speed (cm s−1) or pumping rate calculated as the product of the
DFS and tube cross-section area (Yahel et al., 2005a). Specific
pumping rate [mL min−1 (mL sponge)−1] was calculated using
the flow rate measured at the osculum and the volume of
the sponge. The volume of sponges T1, T2, and T3 was 21,
50, and 38 ml, respectively, determined by using the in situ,

photogrammetry-based, 3D modeling method developed by
Lavy et al. (2015). For sponges with more than one osculum, the
actual fraction of the sponge that each osculum is “draining”
is unknown. To calculate this volume, the surface area of the
opening of each osculum was measured, assuming that the
volume drained by each osculum is proportional to the surface
area of its opening. To estimate the specific pumping rate [mL
min−1 (mL sponge)−1] of the osculum at which measurements
were taken, the pumping rate was normalized to the relative
surface area of the osculum.

Statistical analysis was carried out in R v3.2.3 (R Core Team,
2012) using Rstudio v0.99.489 (R Studio Team, 2015). The
DO signal was smoothed using a 30 s central moving average
in order to remove momentary reading drifts. Lag-correlation,
autocorrelation and Pearson cross-correlation were assessed
using PAST v3.12 (Hammer et al., 2001).

RESULTS

Fluorescein dye visualization indicated that all sponges were
actively, but not necessarily continuously, pumping water
throughout the experiment. For example, sponge T2 (at osculum
location T2b) did not pump for a period of 12 h. Pumping
activity was detected again 12 h after the experiment had
ended. The sponges’ pumping rate (Figure 2), measured for a
specific osculum for T1, T2, T2b, and T3, ranged from 0 to
11 [cm3 s−1) (ml sponge)−1], well within the reported range
(Yahel et al., 2003) (Figure 2, see also black squares in Figures
S6–S9 that represent the raw exhaled water current speeds).
Pumping rates varied greatly among individuals, with T1 being
the most active sponge and T2b the least active. There was
little or no apparent correlation between the pumping rates of
adjacent oscula, representing a “specific pumping unit” in the
same sponge. For example, in sponge T2, one osculum was not
pumping while a 3.1 ± 0.1 [cm3 s−1 (ml sponge)−1] pumping
rate was measured concomitantly at an adjacent osculum (star
and triangle in Figure 2).

The DO concentration in the exhaled water provides an
integrated measure of oxygen dynamics and metabolic rate of
the specific pumping unit (i.e., of the sponge volume drained
by the specific osculum). In order to elucidate possible patterns,
frequency distribution of DO concentration over time was
investigated. Consolidating DO saturation at the oscula from all
sponges resulted in a clear bimodal distribution with a dominant
peak of 85–100%DO saturation (Figure 3A), suggesting removal
of 31–0 µmol DO Lpumped

−1 from the inflowing water. However,
much lower DO concentrations were also observed in the oscula
for considerable periods of time. For about one-third of the
time, the sponges removed at least 93 µmol DO Lpumped

−1 (55%
DO saturation). T3 had a bimodal distribution with two main
states of DO saturation ranging from 30 to 55% and 75 to 110%
(Figure 3F). Similar to T3, sponge T1 exhibited a distribution
with peaks at 40–60% saturation, and 90–100% saturation, as
well as a smaller third state of 110–115%, suggesting oxygen
production for 5% of the time (80 min) (Figure 3C). Sponge
T2b demonstrated three oxygenation states in its osculum
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FIGURE 2 | Pumping rates of an individual sponge (osculum, T1–T3)

measured by the DFS method at different times (black squares in

Figures S6–S9). The measured flow rate is normalized to the volume of the

sponge “pumping unit” drained by the measured osculum. Each set of

measurements consisted of 5 ± 3 DFS experiments over 21 ± 20 min. The first

osculum in which DO was measured in T2b was not pumping (star), the water

flow speed was therefore measured in a second osculum (triangle). Individual

Dye Front speeds for each sponge are presented in Figures S3–S5, S7.

(Figure 3E), the most prominent being the lowest (25–50%
saturation). In its two other frequent states DO saturation ranged
between 55 and 80% and 85–100%. T0 and T2 had a unimodal
distribution of DO saturation over time, both with peaks at 85–
100% (Figures 3B,D). On one occasion, DO saturation in the
osculum of T0 reached nearly 0% for 14min (Figures S3, S4).
DO concentration in the tissue did not correlate with DO in the
osculum in T1, T2, T2b, and T3 and only partial lag-correlation
was found in T0 (Pearson coefficient of 0.55, 11min lag).

The body of T. swinhoei was constantly sub-saturated with
oxygen throughout the experiments (Figure 4A). Moreover,
hypoxic conditions (DO<30% saturation) were detected during
14% of all time points measured and in three out of four
individuals at the time of measurement. DO in the tissue dropped
to <10% saturation mostly for short periods (4 ± 8% of the
measurements). The DO concentration in the tissue of sponge
T0 was below 75% at all times and <50% saturated most of
the time (Figure 4B). Sponges T2 and T3 displayed a clear
unimodal frequency distribution of DO saturation, peaking at
75% saturation (49 and 38% of time, respectively, Figures 4D,F).
An intriguing bimodal distribution was apparent in T1 and
T2b. The tissue of T1 was mostly either 15–35% or 45–60%
saturated, while other states of saturation existed for short
periods (Figure 4C). In sponge T2b, the difference between the
two states was even greater (Figure 4E). The tissue of T2b was
frequently either 0–5% or 60–85% saturated.

Extreme fluctuations, as great as 80% change, inDO saturation
in the osculum (Figure 5A and Figure S3), and up to 70% in the
tissue (Figures 5A,B, and Figures S5, S9), occurred over a scale

of several minutes. Smaller scale changes (up to 10%) were more
frequent (Figure 5 and Figures S3–S5). Drops in DO saturation
in both osculum and tissue occurred in all sponges and were
neither specific to the time of day nor could any auto-correlation
be established, other than in T2b (data not shown).

The most unique DO dynamics were recorded in T2b,
which was measured at a second osculum and location in
the tissue of T2. The measurements of T2b were performed
immediately after T2 and before T3. DO concentration in the
tissue of T2b followed a rhythmic pattern, differing from all
other individuals (Figure 5B). The oscillations ranged between
6 and 84% saturation in 14 cycles over 41 h. The oscillation
crests were maintained for 70 to 130 min. The troughs lasted 30–
90 min each, with 10 of the 14 cycles almost reaching anoxia
(5–7% saturation). DO in the tissue was significantly auto-
correlated, giving a cycle frequency of 172 min (correlation =

0.378, confidence= 0.031).

DISCUSSION

The occurrence of a temporal anaerobic environment in sponges
has been previously studied. With the exception of the seminal
study of Reiswig (1974), and the work of Leys and co-workers
(Leys et al., 2011; Ludeman, 2015), most of the knowledge
regarding oxygen concentration in sponges is based on short-
term DO measurements carried out in metabolic chambers
(Koopmans et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2014), or in aquaria
(Hoffmann et al., 2005a, 2007, 2008; Schläppy et al., 2007, 2010a;
Hadas et al., 2008). Further support for the possible occurance
of anaerobic periods in sponges stems from the presence of
anaerobic sponge microbial symbionts (e.g., Hoffmann et al.,
2005b; Lavy et al., 2014). Such bacteria may have important
roles in the holobiont, based on their anaerobic metabolism [e.g.,
anaerobic denitrification, described by Schläppy et al. (2010b)].
To further investigate to what extent internal conditions support
anaerobic symbionts, DO dynamics were studied in situ in the
HMA sponge T. swinhoei. DO concentrations were measured in
the T. swinhoei sponge exhaled current jet and inside the body of
sponges. Long-term, continuous, in situ measurements detected
a remarkably high oxygen utilization rate by actively pumping
T. swinhoei, including long-term periods of suboxic conditions
in the exhaled water as well as events of anoxia.

Most of the time the sponges removed at least 10 µmol
DO (5%) from each liter of seawater they pumped (Figure 3).
DO uptake can be translated into water transport rate in terms
of L pumped per mL DO consumed. The average DO uptake
measured in one osculum of sponge T1 (pumping unit volume
10.5 mL) was 53 ± 51 µmol DO per liter pumped, when
translated into transport rate of 1.2 Lpumped (mL O2)

−1. These
values fall within the known low range of other HMA sponges’
as reported by Reiswig (1971, 1974) and Weisz et al. (2008).
Considering an average pumping rate of 105 mL min−1 (N =

8 DFS measurements), this uptake results in a calculated daily
pumping of 150 L (10 mL seawater (mL sponge)−1 min−1)
and an uptake of 8 mmol DO day−1 or 0.76 mmol DO (mL
sponge)−1day−1.
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FIGURE 3 | Frequency distribution of the DO saturation (%, 30 s averages) in the water exhaled by the sponges as measured in the sponge oscula. (A)

The total frequency of DO % of saturation from all sponges pooled together. (B) T0, (C) T1, (D) T2, (E) T2b, and (F) T3. Co-occurrence of DO saturation in osculum

and tissue of each sponge is given in Figure S2.

The uptake of such large amounts of DO requires the
oxidation of an equivalent amount of reduced material that
should ultimately be brought in by the inflowing water. Assuming
complete catabolism of typical planktonic organic matter (OM)
with a respiratory quotient (RQ) in the range of 0.7–0.8 (Hatcher,
1989; Anderson, 1995), these figures correspond to the complete
oxidation of 37 µmol C (L pumped)−1, or 1.3mg OM (mL
sponge)−1day−1. Yahel et al. (2003) reported that the Total

Organic Carbon (TOC) concentration in local seawater is 70–100
µmol L−1. However, only 10–40 µmol L−1 are considered labile,
readily available for the holobiont’s consumption (Hansell and
Carlson, 2015).

T. swinhoei exhibited an extremely highDO removal efficiency
for prolonged periods. In many cases the sponges utilized >100
µmol DO Lpumped

−1 (measured at the exhaled water) and
maintained this activity for up to 12 h (Figure 5 and Figure
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FIGURE 4 | Frequency distribution of the DO saturation (%, 30 s averages) in the tissue of the sponges. (A) The total frequency of DO % of saturation from

all sponges pooled together. (B) T0, (C) T1, (D) T2, (E) T2b, and (F) T3. Co-occurrence of DO saturation in osculum and tissue of each sponge is given in Figure S2.

S5). For example, in sponge T1 the average DO removal rate
during the first 12 h (16:00–04:00) of measurement was 93
± 26 µmol DO Lpumped

−1. Similar prolonged periods with
extremely high DO removal efficiency were also observed in
T2b and T3 (Figures 3E,F, respectively). Clearly, there is not
sufficient organic matter in the reef water to sustain such a
high oxidation rate. T. swinhoei hosts symbiotic cyanobacteria
in a thin outer layer, which pass assimilated carbon to their
host (Steindler, unpublished data). However, the same process

also generates at least one mole of oxygen for each mole of
carbon fixed (usually more) and, therefore, the respiration of
photosynthetically-assimilated carbon cannot account for the
missing amount of reduced material. Internal pools of reduced
forms of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur (e.g., ammonia and sulfide
resulting from the holobiont’s metabolism) or other unknown
reduced chemicals, could serve as intermittent electron donors
during the events of high oxygen demand that we observed.
Yahel and Ribes (unpublished data) measured a production of
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FIGURE 5 | An example of time series of dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration and saturation in the water exhaled from the osculum and in the sponge

tissue (red–tissue, blue–osculum). Sponges T3 and T2b were chosen as examples as they present very different behavior patterns. (A) DO measurements in T3

over 48 h. (B) DO measurements in T2b over 42 h. T2b represents a second set of measurements taken in the individual T2 but at a different osculum and locality

within the sponge. Time series of T0, T1, and T2 are given in Figures S3–S5. Gray shade– night time. Triangles–times at which qualitative and/or quantitative flow

speed was measured (Figure 2 and Figures S6–S9). 100% saturation = 208 µmol L−1. Black arrows mark temporary repositioning of sensors to ambient water for

performance check.

0.9 ± 0.4 µmol nitrate Lpumped
−1 by T. swinhoei while ammonia

rarely exceeded 200 nM in ambient water. Their data suggest
complete oxidation of organic nitrogen but this process can
account for the additional reduction of only 5–6 µmol DO per
liter pumped. No data are available in the literature with respect
to sulfate production in T. swinhoei, but such a process requires a
sulfide source unknown on the reef. Another possibility is that
the sponge uses its own symbiotic bacteria as a transient and
renewable food source (Sara, 1971; Ilan and Abelson, 1995). The
predation of symbionts in a sustained manner would necessitate
alternating between feeding and no feeding in order to allow
the bacterial community to proliferate. The observed changes
between high and low DO consumption (e.g., Figure 5 and
Figure S5B) can support the hypothesized alternations in feeding.
To resolve the sponge metabolic budget and better understand
this unique boom and bust mechanism, a long-term follow-
up metabolic study is required. Such a study should include a
coupled continuous tracking of pumping and respiration rates, as
well as of TOC and total organic nitrogen (TON) concentrations
in the sponge’s inflowing and outflowing water.

The bimodal frequency distribution of DO in the sponge
body and lack of correlation with DO concentration in the
osculum suggest that the holobiont contains constantly changing
microenvironments. Activation and inactivation of choanocytes
or the choanosome is considered an efficient mechanism for
regulating water pumping through the sponge (Leys et al., 2011).

Such a mechanism could potentially account for the formation
of these microenvironments. The temporal environments can
be visualized as similar to the ever-changing wax blobs in
a lava lamp, in which the blobs represent the aerated areas
moving within the sponge body due to the “turn-on”/“turn-off”
mechanism. Temporal changes in DO concentration within the
microenvironments suggest that aerophilic and microaerophilic
bacterial communities of T. swinhoeimay be co-localized. A lack
of spatial separation between bacterial communities in sponges
was previously reported for A. aerophoba (Pfannkuchen et al.,
2010) and Tethya californiana (Sipkema and Blanch, 2010), but
its context in regard to temporal niches was not examined.
Co-locality allows both aerobic and anaerobic processes to
occur, enabling efficient recycling of metabolic waste of the
host, e.g., nitrogen fixation (Mohamed et al., 2008), nitrate
denitrification (Mohamed et al., 2010), anaerobic ammonia
oxidation (Hoffmann et al., 2009), aerobic nitrification (Schläppy
et al., 2010b), sulfate reduction (Hoffmann et al., 2005b), and
sulfide oxidation (Tian et al., 2014). All these processes may be
acting in a synergistic manner, completing the nutrient cycles and
achieving an ultra-efficient utilization of the meager amount of
organic matter available in the oligotrophic coral-reef ecosystem
in which T. swinhoei resides.

An intriguing DO dynamic was exhibited by specimen T2b,
with strong and regular DO oscillations observed in the tissue
and elevated DO in the osculum during the day. Surprisingly,
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we could not find any correlation or lag-correlation between the
tissue and outflowing water DO dynamics, nor did we observe
any similar regularity in other sponge specimens. Because the
distribution of water channels and choanocyte chambers in the
sponge are not homogenous, and because each pumping unit
acts as a separate system, the measurement of T2b cannot
be considered as a repeated measurement of T2. Metabolic
oscillations, represented by DO oscillations as well as other
parameters, were previously described in the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Tu et al., 2005); for which the average DO cycle period
was 4–5 h and periodicity analysis of gene expression revealed a
∼5 h cycle. If a similar process occurs in sponge cells, and a partial
volume of mesohyl within the holobiont is temporally isolated or
at least less exposed to rapid DO exchange with the environment,
this might explain the observed oscillations of DO in the sponge
tissue.

Oxygen consumption inside the sponges and at their oscula
varied between individuals and even within the same sponge
(i.e., sponge T2 and T2b). This variability may be ascribed to
the somewhat autonomous nature of each pumping unit within
the sponge (Pfannkuchen et al., 2009), as observed in the current
experiment (Figure 2). The differential activity of pumping units
may generate spatio-temporal differences in DO concentration
within the sponge. Another probable cause for variability is the
non-homogeneous nature of the sponge body. Structural analysis
of another leuconoid sponge revealed a complex and non-
uniform inner structure (Hammel et al., 2011). Furthermore,
differences inmorphology and body volume add to the variability
between and within individuals.

Future studies of DO dynamics and other physiological
parameters in sponges should be coupled with composition
and activity analysis of their microbial community. A temporal
analysis at times of anaerobiosis and other oxygenation states
should produce interesting insights as to the roles of the
symbionts within the changing environment. Metagenomic and
metatranscripotmic approaches, both widely used in microbial
ecology studies, would probably prove useful when undertaking
such an effort.

Many sponge-associated bacteria have been successfully
isolated from sponges (Fuerst, 2014). However, most of the
sponge symbionts, including many potent producers of bioactive
natural compounds, are still unculturable. Our findings of a
constant internal suboxic environment and temporal anoxic
conditions support previous suggestions regarding the use
of suboxic conditions for culturing sponge symbionts (Lavy
et al., 2014; Keren et al., 2015, 2016). Fluctuating aeration
conditions within the sponge may very well support co-locality
of aerobes, microaerophiles, and even aerotolerant anaerobes,
each with its distinct metabolic functions in the holobiont.
Our results also suggest that using fluctuating oxygenation
regimes and co-cultures as a method to simulate the natural
environment may assist in cultivating T. swinhoei associated
bacteria. To further improve our ability to isolate novel bacteria
from the holobiont, other attributes of the mesohyl, such as
sulfur, nitrogen, amino acid, and carbohydrate composition,
and pH, would also have to be measured in vivo. Fine-
tuning of DO concentration in future culturing experiments

could be the next step in increasing the diversity of cultured
symbionts.

Overall, we have shown that T. swinhoei can generate sub-
oxic conditions within its body by means of an as yet unknown
mechanism(s). These areas of sub-oxic conditions are confined
by time and space and their occurrence may provide the
necessary environment for growth of anaerobic bacteria, such
as those previously isolated from this sponge. Based on our
findings, we suggest that current models of interactions between
the sponge and its symbionts are oversimplified. Differences in
the DO removal patterns between sponges, and even changes
within a single individual sponge, suggest that interactions such
as predation and chemical communication between the sponge
and its symbionts may shape the behavior of the holobiont. The
temporal nature of microenvironments within the sponge and
the rhythmic DO uptake pattern could imply the existence of a
complex control mechanism that may involve both the host and
its symbionts.
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